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Abstract

Discriminative correlation filters (DCFs) have been

shown to perform superiorly in visual tracking. They only

need a small set of training samples from the initial frame

to generate an appearance model. However, existing DCFs

learn the filters separately from feature extraction, and up-

date these filters using a moving average operation with

an empirical weight. These DCF trackers hardly benefit

from the end-to-end training. In this paper, we propose the

CREST algorithm to reformulate DCFs as a one-layer con-

volutional neural network. Our method integrates feature

extraction, response map generation as well as model up-

date into the neural networks for an end-to-end training. To

reduce model degradation during online update, we apply

residual learning to take appearance changes into account.

Extensive experiments on the benchmark datasets demon-

strate that our CREST tracker performs favorably against

state-of-the-art trackers. 1

1. Introduction

Visual tracking has various applications ranging from

video surveillance, human computer interaction to au-

tonomous driving. The main difficulty is how to utilize the

extremely limited training data (usually a bounding box in

the first frame) to develop an appearance model robust to

a variety of challenges including background clutter, scale

variation, motion blur and partial occlusions. Discrimi-

native correlation filters (DCFs) have attracted an increas-

ing attention in the tracking community [4, 8, 30], due to

the following two important properties. First, since spa-

tial correlation is often computed in the Fourier domain as

an element-wise product, DCFs are suitable for fast track-

ing. Second, DCFs regress the circularly shifted versions

of input features to soft labels, i.e., generated by a Gaus-

sian function ranging from zero to one. In contrast to most

existing tracking-by-detection approaches [22, 1, 14, 34]

1More results and code are provided on the authors’ webpages.
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Figure 1: Convolutional features improve DCFs (Deep-

SRDCF [8], CCOT [11], HCFT [30]). We propose the

CREST algorithm by formulating DCFs as a shallow convo-

lutional layer with residual learning. It performs favorably

against existing DCFs with convolutional features.

that generate sparse response scores over sampled loca-

tions, DCFs always generate dense response scores over

all searching locations. With the use of deep convolutional

features [25], DCFs based tracking algorithms [30, 8, 11]

have achieved state-of-the-art performance on recent track-

ing benchmark datasets [45, 46, 24].

However, existing DCFs based tracking algorithms are

limited by two aspects. First, learning DCFs is indepen-

dent of feature extraction. Although it is straightforward to

learn DCFs directly over deep convolutional features as in

[30, 8, 11], DCFs trackers benefit little from the end-to-end

training. Second, most DCFs trackers use a linear interpo-

lation operation to update the learned filters over time. Such

an empirical interpolation weight is unlikely to strike a good

balance between model adaptivity and stability. It leads to

drifting of the DCFs trackers due to noisy updates. These
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limitations raise two questions: (1) whether DCFs with fea-

ture representation can be modeled in an end-to-end man-

ner, and (2) whether DCFs can be updated in a more effec-

tive way rather than using those empirical operations such

as linear interpolation?

To address these two questions, we propose a Con-

volutional RESidual learning scheme for visual Tracking

(CREST). We interpret DCFs as the counterparts of the con-

volution filters in deep neural networks. In light of this idea,

we reformulate DCFs as a one-layer convolutional neural

network that directly generates the response map as the spa-

tial correlation between two consecutive frames. With this

formulation, feature extraction through pre-trained CNN

models (e.g., VGGNet [38]), correlation response map gen-

eration, as well as model update are effectively integrated

into an end-to-end form. The spatial convolutional opera-

tion functions similarly with the dot product between the

circulant shifted inputs and the correlation filter. It removes

the boundary effect in Fourier transform through directly

convolving in the spatial domain. Moreover, the convo-

lutional layer is fully differentiable. It allows updating

the convolutional filters using back propagation. Similar

to DCFs, the convolutional layer generates dense response

scores over all searching locations in a one-pass manner. To

properly update our model, we apply residual learning [15]

to capture appearance changes by detecting the difference

between the output of this convolutional layer and ground

truth soft label. This helps alleviate a rapid model degrada-

tion caused by noisy updates. Meanwhile, residual learning

contributes to the target response robustness for large ap-

pearance variations. Ablation studies (Section 5.2) show

that the proposed convolutional layer performs well against

state-of-the-art DCFs trackers and the residual learning ap-

proach further improves the accuracy.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We reformulate the correlation filter as one convolu-

tional layer. It integrates feature extraction, response

generation, and model update into the convolutional

neural network for end-to-end training.

• We apply residual learning to capture the target ap-

pearance changes referring to spatiotemporal frames.

This effectively alleviates a rapid model degradation

by large appearance changes.

• We extensively validate our method on benchmark

datasets with large-scale sequences. We show that

our CREST tracker performs favorably against state-

of-the-art trackers.

2. Related Work

There are extensive surveys of visual tracking in the liter-

ature [47, 37, 39]. In this section, we mainly discuss track-

ing methods that are based on correlation filters and CNNs.

Tracking by Correlation Filters. Correlation filters for vi-

sual tracking have attracted considerable attention due to the

computational efficiency in the Fourier domain. Tracking

methods based on correlation filters regress all the circular-

shifted versions of the input features to a Gaussian function.

They do not need multiple samples of target appearance.

The MOSSE tracker [4] encodes target appearance through

an adaptive correlation filter by optimizing the output sum

of squared error. Several extensions have been proposed

to considerably improves tracking accuracy. The examples

include kernelized correlation filters [17], multiple dimen-

sional features [12, 18], context learning [49], scale esti-

mation [7], re-detection [31], subspace learning [28], short-

term and long-term memory [20], reliable collection [27]

and spatial regularization [9]. Different from existing cor-

relation filters based frameworks that formulate correlation

operation as an element wise multiplication in the Fourier

domain, we formulate the correlation filter as a convolution

operation in the spatial domain. It is presented by one con-

volutional layer in CNN. In this sense, we demonstrate that

feature extraction, response generation as well as model up-

date can be integrated into one network for end-to-end pre-

diction and optimization.

Tracking by CNNs. Visual representations are important

for visual tracking. Existing CNN trackers mainly explore

the pre-trained object recognition networks and build upon

discriminative or regression models. Discriminative track-

ing methods propose multiple particles and refine them

through online classification. They include stacked de-

noising autoencoder [44], incremental learning [26], SVM

classification [19] and fully connected neural network [33].

These discriminative trackers require auxiliary training data

as well as an off-line pre-training. On the other hand, re-

gression based methods typically regress CNN features into

soft labels (e.g., a two dimensional Gaussian distribution).

They focus on integrating convolutional features with the

traditional DCF framework. The examples include hierar-

chical convolutional features [30], adaptive hedging [36],

spatial regularization [8] and continuous convolutional op-

erations [11]. In addition, there are methods based on CNN

to select convolutional features [42] and update sequentially

[43]. Furthermore, the Siamese networks receive growing

attention due to its two stream identical structure. These in-

clude tracking by object verification [40], tracking by cor-

relation [3] and tracking by location axis prediction [16].

Besides, there is investigation on the recurrent neural net-

work (RNN) to facilitate tracking as object verification [6].

Different from the existing frameworks, we apply residual

learning to capture the difference of the predicted response

map between the current frame and the ground-truth (the

initial frame). This facilitates to account for appearance

changes and effectively reduce model degradation caused

by noisy updates.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our CREST algorithm. We extract convolutional features from one search patch of the current

frame T and the initial frame. These features are transformed into the response map through the base and residual mappings.

3. Convolutional Residual Learning

Our CREST algorithm carries out feature regression

through the base and residual layers. The base layer con-

sists of one convolutional layer which is formulated as the

traditional DCFs. The difference between the base layer

output and ground truth soft label is captured through the

residual layers. Figure 2 shows the CREST pipeline. The

details are discussed below.

3.1. DCF Reformulation

We revisit the DCF based framework and formulate it

as our base layer. The DCFs learn a discriminative classi-

fier and predict the target translation through searching the

maximum value in the response map. We denote the input

sample by X and denote the corresponding Gaussian func-

tion label by Y . A correlation filter W is then learned by

solving the following minimization problem:

W ⋆ = argmin
W

||W ∗X − Y ||2 + λ||W ||2, (1)

where λ is the regularization parameter. Typically, the con-

volution operation between the correlation filter W and the

input X is formulated into a dot product in the Fourier do-

main [17, 31, 18].

We reformulate the learning process of DCFs as the loss

minimization of the convolutional neural network. The gen-

eral form of the loss function [21] can be written as:

L(W ) =
1

N

|N |∑

i

LW (X(i)) + λr(W ), (2)

where N is the number of samples, LW (X(i)) (i ∈ N ) is

the loss of the i-th sample, and r(W ) is the weight decay.

We set N = 1 and take the L2 norm as r(W ). The loss

function in Eq. 2 can be written as:

L(W ) = LW (X) + λ||W ||2, (3)

where LW (X) = ||F(X)− Y ||2. It is equivalent to the L2

loss between F(X) and Y where F(X) is the network out-

put and Y is the ground truth label. We take F(X) = W ∗X
as the convolution operation on X , which can be achieved

through one convolutional layer. The convolutional filters

W is equivalent to the correlation filter and the loss func-

tion in Eq. 3 is equivalent to the DCFs objective function.

As a result, we formulate the DCFs as one convolutional

layer with L2 loss as the objective function. It is named as

the base layer in our network. Its filter size is set to cover

the target object. The convolutional weights can be effec-

tively calculated using the gradient descent method instead

of the closed form solution [18].

3.2. Residual Learning

We formulate DCFs as a base layer represented by one

convolutional layer. Ideally, the response map from the base

layer output will be identical to the ground truth soft la-

bel. In practice, it is unlikely that a single layer network

is able to accomplish that. Instead of stacking more layers

which may cause the degradation problem [15], we apply

the residual learning to effectively capture the difference be-

tween the base layer output and the ground truth.

Figure 3 shows the structure of the base and residual lay-

ers. We denote H(X) as the optimal mapping of input X

and FB(X) as the output from the base layer. Rather than

stacking more layers to approximate H(X), we expect these

layers to approximate the residual function: FR(X) =
H(X) − FB(X). As a result, our expected network out-
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Figure 3: Base and spatial residual layers.

put can be formulated as follows:

F(X) = FB(X) + FR(X)

= FB(X, {WB}) + FR(X, {WR}), (4)

where FB(X) = WB ∗ X . The mapping FR(X, {WR})
represents the residual learning and WR is a general form of

convolutional layers with biases and ReLU [32] omitted for

simplifying notations. We adopt three layers in the resid-

ual learning with small filter size. They are set to capture

the residual which is not presented in the base layer output.

Finally, input X is regressed through the base and residual

mapping to generate the output response map.

In addition, we can also utilize the temporal residual

which helps to capture the difference when the spatial resid-

ual is not effective. We develop a temporal residual learning

network that contains similar structure as the spatial resid-

ual learning. The temporal input is extracted from the first

frame which contains the initial object appearance. Let Xt

denote the input X on frame t. Thus we have

F(Xt) = FR(Xt) + FSR(Xt) + FTR(X1), (5)

where FTR(X1) is the temporal residual from the first

frame. The proposed spatiotemporal residual learning pro-

cess encodes elusive object representation into the response

map generation framework and no additional data is needed

to train the network.

Figure 4 shows one example of the filter response from

the base and residual layers. The feature maps are scaled for

visualization purpose. Given an input image, we first crop

the search patch centered at the estimated position of the

previous frame. The patch is sent into our feature extraction

network and then regressed into a response map through the

base and residual layers. We observe that the base layer per-

forms similarly to the traditional DCF based trackers to pre-

dict response map. When target objects undergo small ap-

pearance variations, the difference between the base layer

output and the ground truth is minor. The residual layers

have little effect on the final response map. However, when

target objects undergo large appearance variations, such as

background clutter, the response from the base layer is lim-

ited and may not differentiate the target and the background.

Search Patch

Position in 

last frame Base

Spatial residual

Temporal residual

Response map Tracking Output

Estimated 

Position

Figure 4: Visualization of the feature maps in the target lo-

calization step.

Nevertheless, this limitation is alleviated by the residual

layers, which effectively model the difference between the

base layer output and the ground truth. It helps to reduce the

noisy response values on the final output through the addi-

tion of base and residual layers. As a result, target response

is more robust to large appearance variations.

4. Tracking via CREST

We illustrate the detailed procedure of CREST for visual

tracking. As we do not need offline training we present the

tracking process through the aspects of model initialization,

online detection, scale estimation and model update.

Model Initialization. Given an input frame with the tar-

get location, we extract a training patch which is centered

on the target object. This patch is sent into our framework

for feature extraction and response mapping. We adopt the

VGG network [38] for feature extraction. Meanwhile, all

the parameters in the base and residual layers are randomly

initialized following zero mean Gaussian distribution. Our

base and residual layers are well initialized after a few steps.

Online Detection. The online detection scheme is straight-

forward. When a new frame comes we extract the search

patch from the center location predicted by the previous

frame. The search patch has the same size with the train-

ing patch and fed into our framework to generate a response

map. Once we have the response map, we locate the object

by searching for the maximum response value.

Scale Estimation. After we obtain the target center loca-

tion, we extract search patches in different scales. These

patches are then resized into a fixed size of training patches.

Thus the candidate object sizes in different scales are all

normalized. We send these patches into our network to gen-

erate the response map. The width wt and height ht of the

target object at frame t is updated as:

(wt, ht) = β(w⋆

t , h
⋆

t ) + (1− β)(wt−1, ht−1), (6)

where w⋆
t and h⋆

t are the width and height of the scaled

object with maximum response value. The weight factor β

enables the smooth update of the target size.
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Model Update. We consistently generate training data dur-

ing online tracking. For each frame, after predicting the tar-

get location we can generate the corresponding ground truth

response map, and the search patch can be directly adopted

as the training patch. The collected training patches and re-

sponse maps from every T frames are adopted as training

pairs which will be fed into our network for online update.

5. Experiments

In this section, we introduce the implementation details

and analyze the effect of each component including the base

and residual layers. We then compare our CREST tracker

with state-of-the-art trackers on the benchmark datasets for

performance evaluation.

5.1. Experimental Setups

Implementation Details. We obtain the training patch from

the first frame. It is 5 times the maximum value of ob-

ject width and height. Our feature extraction network is

from VGG-16 [38] with only the first two pooling layers re-

tained. We extract the feature maps from the conv4-3 layer

and reduce the feature channels to 64 through PCA dimen-

sionality reduction, which is learned using the first frame

image patch. The regression target map is generated using

a two-dimensional Gaussian function with a peak value of

1.0. The weight factor β for scale estimation is set to 0.6.

Our experiments are performed on a PC with an i7 3.4GHz

CPU and a GeForce GTX Titan Black GPU with MatCon-

vNet toolbox [41]. In the training stage, we iteratively apply

the adam optimizer [23] with a learning rate of 5e-8 to up-

date the coefficients, until the loss in Eq. 3 is below the

given threshold of 0.02. We observe that in practice, our

network converges from random initialization in a few hun-

dred iterations. We update the model every 2 frames for

only 2 iterations with a learning rate of 2e-9.

Benchmark Datasets. The experiments are conducted on

three standard benchmarks: OTB-2013 [45], OTB-2015

[46] and VOT-2016 [24]. The first two datasets contain 50

and 100 sequences, respectively. They are annotated with

ground truth bounding boxes and various attributes. In the

VOT-2016 dataset, there are 60 challenging videos from a

set of more than 300 videos.

Evaluation Metrics. We follow the standard evaluation

metrics from the benchmarks. For the OTB-2013 and OTB-

2015 we use the one-pass evaluation (OPE) with precision

and success plots metrics. The precision metric measures

the rate of frame locations within a certain threshold dis-

tance from those of the ground truth. The threshold distance

is set as 20 for all the trackers. The success plot metric

measures the overlap ratio between predicted and ground
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Figure 5: Precision and success plots using one-pass evalua-

tion on the OTB-2013 dataset. The performance of the base

layer without scale estimation is similar to that of HCFT

[30] on average.
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Figure 6: Precision and success plots using one-pass eval-

uation on the OTB-2013 dataset. The performance of the

base layer is improved gradually with the integration of spa-

tiotemporal residual.

truth bounding boxes. For the VOT-2016 dataset, the per-

formance is measured in terms of expected average over-

lap (EAO), average overlap (AO), accuracy values (Av), ac-

curacy ranks (Ar), robustness values (Rv) and robustness

ranks (Rr). The average overlap is similar to the AUC met-

ric in OTB benchmarks.

5.2. Ablation Studies

Our CREST algorithm contains base and residual layers.

As analyzed in Section 3.1, the base layer is formulated sim-

ilar to existing DCF based trackers, and the residual layers

refine the response map. In this section, we conduct abla-

tion analysis to compare the performance of the base layer

with those of the DCF based trackers. In addition, we also

evaluate the base layer and its integration with spatiotempo-

ral residual layers.

We analyze our CREST algorithm in the OTB-2013

dataset. We first compare the base layer performance with

that of HCFT [30], which is a traditional DCF based tracker

with convolutional features. The objective function of

HCFT is shown in Eq. 1, which is the same as ours. As there

is no scale estimation in HCFT, we remove this step in our

algorithm. Figure 5 shows the quantitative evaluation under

AUC and average distance precision scores. We observe

that the performance of our base layer is similar to that of

HCFT on average. It indicates that our base layer achieves

similar performance as the DCF based trackers with con-
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Figure 7: Precision and success plots over all 50 sequences

using one-pass evaluation on the OTB-2013 Dataset. The

legend contains the area-under-the-curve score and the av-

erage distance precision score at 20 pixels for each tracker.

volutional features. The DeepSRDCF [8] and CCOT [11]

trackers are different from the traditional DCF based track-

ers because they add a spatial constraint on the regulariza-

tion term, which is different from our objective function.

We also analyze the effect of residual integration in Figure

6. The AUC and average distance precision scores show

that the base layer obtains obvious improvement through the

integration of spatial residual learning. Meanwhile, tempo-

ral residual contributes little to the overall performance.

5.3. Comparisons with Stateoftheart

We conduct quantitative and qualitative evaluations on

the benchmark datasets including OTB-2013 [45], OTB-

2015 [46] and VOT-2016 [24]. The details are discussed

in the following.

5.3.1 Quantitative Evaluation

OTB-2013 Dataset. We compare our CREST tracker with

29 trackers from the OTB-2013 benchmark [45] and other

21 state-of-the-art trackers including KCF [17], MEEM

[48], TGPR [13], DSST [7], RPT [27], MUSTer [20], LCT

[31], HCFT [30], FCNT [42], SRDCF [9], CNN-SVM [19],

DeepSRDCF [8], DAT [35], Staple [2], SRDCFdecon [10],

CCOT [11], GOTURN [16], SINT [40], SiamFC [3], HDT

[36] and SCT [5]. The evaluation is conducted on 50 video

sequences using one-pass evaluation with distance precision

and overlap success metrics.

Figure 7 shows the evaluation results. We only show the

top 10 trackers for presentation clarity. The AUC and dis-

tance precision scores for each tracker are reported in the

figure legend. Among all the trackers, our CREST tracker

performs favorably on both the distance precision and over-

lap success rate. In Figure 7, we exclude the MDNet tracker

[33] as it uses tracking videos for training. Overall, the

precision and success plots demonstrate that our CREST

tracker performs favorably against state-of-the-art trackers.

In Figure 8, we further analyze the tracker performance

under different video attributes (e.g., background clutter,
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Figure 9: Precision and success plots over all 100 sequences

using one-pass evaluation on the OTB-2015 Dataset. The

legend contains the area-under-the-curve score and the av-

erage distance precision score at 20 pixels for each tracker.

deformation and illumination variation) annotated in the

benchmark. We show the one pass evaluation on the AUC

score under eight main video attributes. The results indi-

cate that our CREST tracker is effective in handling back-

ground clutters and illumination variation. It is mainly be-

cause the residual layer can capture the appearance changes

for effective model update. When the target appearance un-

dergoes obvious changes or becomes similar to the back-

ground, existing DCF based trackers (e.g., HCFT, CCOT)

can not accurately locate the target object. They do not

perform well compared with SINT that makes sparse pre-

diction through generating candidate bounding boxes and

verifying through the Siamese network. This limitation is

reduced in our CREST tracker, where the residual from the

spatial and temporal domains effectively narrow the gap be-

tween the noisy output of the base layer and ground truth

label. The dense prediction becomes accurate and the target

location can be correctly identified. We have found simi-

lar performance in deformation, where LCT achieves a fa-

vorable result through integrating the redetection scheme.

However, it does not perform well as our CREST tracker

with the temporal residual integrated into the framework

and optimized as a whole. In motion blur and fast motion

sequences, our tracker does not perform well as CCOT. This

can be attributed to the convolutional features from multi-

ple layers CCOT has adopted. Their feature representation

performs better than ours from single layer output. The fea-

ture representation from multiple layers will be considered

in our future work.

OTB-2015 Dataset. We also compare our CREST tracker

on the OTB-2015 benchmark [46] with the 29 trackers in

[45] and the state-of-the-art trackers, including KCF [17],

MEEM [48], TGPR [13], DSST [7], MUSTer [20], LCT

[31], HCFT [30], SRDCF [9], CNN-SVM [19], Deep-

SRDCF [8], Staple [2], SRDCFdecon [10], CCOT [11],

HDT [36]. We show the results of one-pass evaluation us-

ing the distance precision and overlap success rate in Figure

9. It indicates that our CREST tracker performs better than

DCFs trackers HCFT and HDT with convolutional features.
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Success plots of OPE - deformation (19)
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Figure 8: The success plots over eight tracking challenges, including background clutter, deformation, illumination variation,

in-plan rotation, low resolution, out-of-plane rotation, motion blur and fast motion.

Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art trackers on the VOT 2016 dataset. The results are presented in terms of

expected average overlap (EAO), average overlap (AO), accuracy value (Av), accuracy rank (Ar), robustness value (Rv), and

robustness rank (Rr).

CCOT Staple EBT DSRDCF MDNet SiamFC CREST

EAO 0.331 0.295 0.291 0.276 0.257 0.277 0.283

AO 0.469 0.388 0.370 0.427 0.457 0.421 0.435

Av 0.523 0.538 0.441 0.513 0.533 0.549 0.514

Ar 2.167 2.100 4.383 2.517 1.967 2.465 2.833

Rv 0.850 1.350 0.900 1.167 1.204 1.382 1.083

Rr 2.333 3.933 2.467 3.550 3.250 2.853 2.733

Overall, the CCOT method achieves the best result. Mean-

while, CREST achieves similar performance with Deep-

SRDCF in both distance precision and overlap threshold.

Since there are more videos involved in this dataset in mo-

tion blur and fast motion, our CREST tracker is less effec-

tive in handling these sequences as CCOT.

VOT-2016 Dataset. We compare our CREST tracker with

state-of-the-art trackers on the VOT 2016 benchmark, in-

cluding CCOT [11], Staple [2], EBT [50], DeepSRDCF [8],

MDNet [33] and SiamFC [3]. As indicated in the VOT 2016

report [24], the strict state-of-the-art bound is 0.251 under

EAO metrics. For trackers whose EAO values exceed this

bound, they will be considered as state-of-the-art trackers.

Table 1 shows the results from our CREST tracker and

the state-of-the-art trackers. Among these methods, CCOT

achieves the best results under the EAO metric. Meanwhile,

the performance of our CREST tracker is similar to those of

Staple and EBT. In addition, these trackers perform better

than DeepSRDCF, MDNet and SiamFC trackers. Note that

in this dataset, MDNet does not use external tracking videos

for training. According to the analysis of VOT report and

the definition of the strict state-of-the-art bound, all these

trackers can be regarded as state-of-the-art.

5.3.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 10 shows some results of the top performing track-

ers: MUSTer [20], SRDCFDecon [10], DeepSRDCF [8],

CCOT [11] and our CREST tracker on 12 challenging se-

quences. The MUSTer tracker does not perform well in all

the presented sequences. This is because it adopts empirical

operations for feature extraction (e.g., SIFT [29]). Although

keypoint matching and long-term processing are involved,

handcrafted features with limited performance are not able

to differentiate the target and background. In compari-

son, SRDCFDecon incorporates the tracking-by-detection

scheme to jointly optimize the model parameters and sam-

ple weights. It performs well on in-plane rotation (Box),

out-of-view (Liquor) and deformation (Skating2) because

of detection. However, the sparse response leads to the lim-
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Figure 10: Qualitative evaluation of our CREST tracker, MUSTer [20], SRDCFDecon [10], DeepSRDCF [8], CCOT [11]

on twelve challenging sequences (from left to right and top to down: Football, Bolt2, Bird1, KiteSurf, Liquor, Box, Skiing,

Matrix, Football1, Basketball, Ironman and Skating-2, respectively). Our CREST tracker performs favorably against the

state-of-the-art trackers.

itation on background clutter (Matrix), occlusion (Basket-

ball, Bird1) and fast motion (Bolt2). DeepSRDCF improves

the performance through combining convolutional features

with SRDCF. The dense prediction performs well on the fast

motion (Bolt2) and occlusion (Basketball) scenes. How-

ever, the direct integration does not further exploit the

model potential and thus limitation occurs on the illumi-

nation variation (Ironman) and out-of-view (Bird1). Instead

of involving multiple convolutional features from different

layers like CCOT, our CREST algorithm further exploits

the model potential through DCF formulation and improves

the performance through residual learning. We generate the

target prediction in base layer while capturing the elusive

residual via residual layers. These residual layers facilitate

the learning process since they are jointly optimized with

the base layer. As a result, the response map predicted by

our network is more accurate for target localization, espe-

cially in the presented challenging scenarios. Overall, the

visual evaluation indicates that our CREST tracker performs

favorably against state-of-the-art trackers.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we propose CREST to formulate the cor-

relation filter as a one-layer convolutional neural network

named base layer. It integrates convolutional feature extrac-

tion, correlation response map generation and model update

as a whole for end-to-end training and prediction. This con-

volutional layer is fully differentiable and allows the con-

volutional filters to be updated via online back propagation.

Meanwhile, we exploit the residual learning to take target

appearance changes into account. We develop spatiotem-

poral residual layers to capture the difference between the

base layer output and the ground truth Gaussian label. They

refine the response map through reducing the noisy values,

which alleviate the model degradation limitations. Experi-

ments on the standard benchmarks indicate that our CREST

tracker performs favorably against state-of-the-art trackers.
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